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A Big Thank you
Your feedback has been appreciated and delighted to have
helped so many members

May 2015

Late Deals

If your holiday is price driven ,
Bulgaria is hard to beat overall.
When in the resorts you will find
prices very low compared to
UKand many people go All
Inclusive just for the drinks!
TIP: If going All Inclusive in
Bulgaria go at least 4 star if not 5

I’m off on holiday!
No that’s not me ! But I am off on holiday to Sri Lanka
& Dubai from May 23rd until June 3rd. The phones will
be transferred while I am away so you can still call. But
emails will come to myself and I will try to answer if I
can while away. But if you are looking to book, best to
call me by May 22nd or from June 3rd if you can, then you
will deal directly with me only.
For eagle eyes I took the picture above in Singapore
Zoo but we are going to the elephants in Sri Lanka so
thought it fitted

I can look for late deals for all
major UK airports at anytime. So
feel free to call or email and ask if
there are any deals for your
airport. I would need to know the
dates you would travel, the
departure airport (s) number of
people , if children their ages on
return and where you want to go. I
can then quickly tell you the
bargains………..
TIP: Late deals change all the time
so be ready to book quickly as they
continually change

2016 Bookings
Cruises are being booked until 2017 in
many cases , so if you want to holiday
afloat give me a shout. But due to the
timescale involved you will have to book
many as cruise only and add flights later,
which is not a problem.

When can I book and why do it so early?
As a rule schedule flights are available 11 months
from your planned return date . You may book
tours or other packages that include flights ahead of
that, but no definitive information will be given as
the flights are no loaded on any system. But
booking early gets you great deals and more choices
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If you see an advert for a
holiday in the paper you
can always ask me to try
and beat it and we even
book the Mercury Direct
offers which feature
heavily in weekend press.
Olympic Holidays are
starting a new TV advert
so if Greece is the place for
you just shout ! As we
book Olympic and many
other suppliers to Greece ,
Turkey etc
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